To,
Dr. Anita Chaware
The HOD,
P.G. Department of Computer Science, SNDT Women’s University;
Santacruz (w), Mumbai.


SNDT MCA Department, Juhu created a Whatsapp group from 3rd July 2020 to 9th July 2020 for 1st year students. The objective of this activity is “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” activities were conducted by institutions under D/o Higher Education in digital format in view of COVID-19 reg.

There were 4 activities in which this was activity no 4 which is about Whatsapp/Skype Buddies Project celebration once in month as Maharashtra state interacted with Odisha state. So in this EBSB Day celebration activity the students participated in large numbers. The whatsapp group was created with an objective to know more about both the states. Students have created videos and write-ups about both states’ culture, heritage, cuisine, history, tourist spots and people. This activity was conducted under the Help of Dr. Anita Chaware, Head of the P.G. Department of Computer Science and coordinated by Ms. Priyanka Sirohiya and Ms. Mamata Barve.

The girls who presented are:
1) Anu Singh
2) Anuja Tendulkar
3) Rashmi Sharma
4) Divya Darekar
5) Sabita Mohanty

Images from the activity contents are attached below:
Maharashtra

Population:
1, 12, 374, 333
Density of population: 370 per sq. km.

Maharashtra is the wealthiest state and also the most industrialized state in India.
Maharashtrian Dress

Koli Dress

Matheran

Ellora Caves

Gateway of India

Chatrapati Shivaji Maharaj Terminus
ODISHA

Odissi Dance
Hirakud Dam

Tourist Attraction: Konark
Ratnagiri

Ratnagiri is a port city on the Arabian Sea coast in Ratnagiri District in the southwestern part of Maharashtra, India. The district is a part of Konkan division of Maharashtra.

History

Ratnagiri was an administrative capital under the Sultanate of Bijapur. In 1731 it came under the control of the Kingdom of Satara, and in 1818 it was annexed to British India. A fort built by the Bijapur reconstructed by the Maratha king Shivaji in 1670 is located on a headland near the harbour. Ratnagiri is the birthplace of Indian

Food of Kolhapur

Kolhapur is a foodie paradise. Kolhapuri food is world famous for its taste & Traditional Delicacies. Though it is being misrepresented as very spicy food worldwide, but the truth is that it is very less spicy and the unique taste being due to the use of

Kolhapuri Mutton plate with Tamhada and Pandhara Rassa (outside the plate)